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By Hillel Schwartz

ZONE BOOKS, United States, 2011. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Listening across millennia, a cultural historian explores the process by which noise today has
become as powerfully metaphorical -- and intriguing -- as the original Babel. When did the silent
deeps become cacophonous and galaxies begin to swim in a sea of cosmic noise? Why do we think
that noises have colors and that colors can be loud? How loud is too loud, and says who? Attending,
as ears do, to a surround of sounds at once physical and political, Hillel Schwartz listens across
millennia for changes in the Western experience and understanding of noise. From the uproarious
junior gods of Babylonian epics to crying infants heard over baby monitors, from doubly mythic
Echo to amplifier feedback, from shouts frozen in Rabelaisian air to the squawk of loudspeakers
and the static of shortwave radio, Making Noise follows unwanted sound on its surprisingly
revealing path through terrains domestic and industrial, urban and rural, legal and religious,
musical and medical, poetic and scientific. At every stage, readers can hear the cultural
reverberations of the historical soundwork of actresses, admen, anthropologists, astronomers,
builders, composers, dentists, economists, engineers, filmmakers, firemen,...
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ReviewsReviews

An exceptional ebook and the font employed was fascinating to read through. I actually have study and so i am certain that i will likely to read once again
yet again in the future. Your life period is going to be change as soon as you complete looking at this book.
-- Nelle Schaefer I-- Nelle Schaefer I

Thorough information! Its such a excellent read. It is really simplistic but unexpected situations within the fi y percent of your pdf. Once you begin to read
the book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Johnathon Moore-- Johnathon Moore
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